Designing Multifunctionality via Assembling Dissimilar Materials: Epitaxial AlN/ScN Superlattices.
First-principles calculations are performed to investigate the effect of epitaxial strain on energetic, structural, electrical, electronic, and optical properties of 1×1 AlN/ScN superlattices. This system is predicted to adopt four different strain regions exhibiting different properties, including optimization of various physical responses such as piezoelectricity, electro-optic and elasto-optic coefficients, and elasticity. Varying the strain between these four different regions also allows the creation of an electrical polarization in a nominally paraelectric material, as a result of a softening of the lowest optical mode, and even the control of its magnitude up to a giant value. Furthermore, it results in an electronic band gap that cannot only change its nature (direct vs indirect), but also cover a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum from the blue, through the violet and near ultraviolet, to the middle ultraviolet. These findings thus point out the potential of assembling two different materials inside the same heterostructure to design multifunctionality and striking phenomena.